iPro.8

Secondary Remote Control

“Soft buttons” for
custom labeling

®

A Unique
Companion for
Tablets and
Smartphones.
The iPro.8 is an ideal secondary
remote for any Pro Control system.
With its programmable hardbutton control, this affordable
remote delivers reliable control
throughout the home.

Color-coded buttons
for DVR control

All hard buttons
are programmable
for tactile control
of commonly used
functions

The iPro.8 also adds an extra layer
of convenience as a companion
remote for Pro Control users who
rely mostly on the ProPanel app
running on their iPhone or iPad.
Its hard-buttons provide tactile
control and one-tap access to
favorite activities, such as selecting
the media input, changing
channels, controlling the volume,
or adjusting the lights.

The iPro.8 eliminates the need
to navigate between apps on
the phone or tablet, while its
RF connectivity delivers instant
control of connected devices.
Particularly in the media room or
home theater, the iPro.8 is fully
dedicated to the control task,
unlike a mobile device where an
incoming text message or phone
call can interrupt the media
control, or which might be used
for another purpose altogether.
The iPro.8 can be used with any
Pro Control ProLink.z or ProLink.r
processor with or without an
activated ProPanel App.

SPECIFICATIONS

All specifications are subject to change without notice.
Pro Control is a registered trademark of Remote Technologies Inc.

RF Frequency

433 MHz or 2.4 GHz ZigBee®

Compatible Pro Control processor

ProLink.r or ProLink.z

USB recharging cable

N/A

USB programming

No

Control via infrared (IR)

No

Battery type

4 AAA

Number of commands and macros allowed

Unlimited (Limited only by available memory)

Number of controlled devices

Unlimited (Limited only by available memory)

Wizard-based programming

Yes

Number of programmable hard buttons

50

Dimensions H x W x D

9.45” x 1.83” x .85” (240mm x 46.5mm x 21.6mm)

Warranty

1 year limited
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